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ABSTRACT

The result of learning analyze text a biography is still low. Character of nationalism students still low too. In addition, the method of learning which use is still monotone. For that, the author interested to carry out research learning analyze aspects of meaning and linguistic in text a biography. It is the background of research which title “Learning Analyze Aspects of Meaning and Linguistic in Text a Biography by Using the Method Extending Concept Through Language Activities (ECOLA) as Development Character of Nationalism in Grade X of Students SMK Pasundan 3 Bandung Lesson of Year 2017/ 2018. The problems in this research are to verify effectiveness a method of Extending Concept Through Language Activities (ECOLA) in learning analyze aspects of meaning and linguistic. In addition, to see the difference character nationalism through learning analyze aspects of meaning and linguistic with a method of Extending Concept Through Language Activities (ECOLA). The research of method is mix method with the design to the research by mix method of parallel divergen. Hypothesis in this research there are a method of Extending Concept Through Language Activities (ECOLA) more effective using in learning analyze aspects of meaning and linguistic in text a biography and there is a different of character nationalism students. As for the result of this research, such as a method Extending Concept Through Language Activities (ECOLA) more effective using in learning analyze aspects of meaning and linguistic in text a biography proven by statistic test thitung of experiment class > thitung of control class as much as 23,53 > 10,97 with the levels of trust 95% on d.b 24. The assessment result of the nationalism character students experiment class and control class have difference proven by the value average nationalism character experiment class as much as 3,18, while control class is 3,08 Based on the research, learning analyze aspects of meaning and linguistic in text a biography by using the method Extending Concept Through Language Activities (ECOLA) as character development nationalism in grade X of students SMK Pasundan 3 Bandung lesson of year 2017/ 2018 successful in this area.
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